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ABSTRACT 
Video is increasingly important to digital libraries and archives as 
both primary content and as context for the primary objects in 
collections. Services like YouTube not only offer large numbers 
of videos but also usage data such as comments and ratings that 
may help curators today make selections and aid future 
generations to interpret those selections. A query-based harvesting 
strategy is presented and results from daily harvests for six topics 
defined by 145 queries over a 20-month period are discussed with 
respect to, query specification parameters, topic, and contribution 
patterns.  The limitations of the strategy and these data are 
considered and suggestions are offered for curators who wish to 
use query-based harvesting. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

H.3.7 Information Storage and Retrieval: Digital Libraries, H5.m. 
Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI): 
Miscellaneous. 

General Terms 
Management, Documentation, Design. 

Keywords 
Digital curation, harvesting, video mining. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Curators in digital libraries, archives, and museums add value to 
their collections through selection, exhibition, and enhancement 
activities.  The growing availability of digital video offers curators 
new opportunities to add value to collections in several ways.  
First, video may serve as primary content in a collection.  
Documentaries of people, events, or places that are core to the 
collection provide multisensory information to patrons.  For 
example, a presidential library may include footage of speeches or 
important events in the life of the president.  Secondly, video may 
serve as contextual information for other content.  Video can 
provide background information that supports interpretation and 
understanding.  For example, a digital library of data and papers 
by a scientist might also include video from news stories of the 
time that help a user understand why a discovery or idea was 
important at that point in history.   
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It is especially important that such assets be gathered today 
because video has become an important and increasingly common 
mode of expression. Given the quantity and variety of digital 
video on the web today, techniques that help curators harvest 
useful content and context would be highly beneficial.   
Harvesting may be done in a pre-coordinated manner through 
agreements to participate in consortia or adoption of open 
standards such as the OAI-PMH (http://www.openarchives.org/). 
Alternatively, systematic link following using open source (e.g., 
Heritrix http://crawler.archive.org/) or customized crawlers (e.g., 
[8,9] can be used to turn the classical pearl-growing search 
strategy into a harvesting strategy.  For digital video circa 2009, 
which is heavily dominated by YouTube, we argue that repeated 
issuing of highly specified queries is an effective harvesting 
strategy.  Such query-based harvesting depends on YouTube’s 
API and ranking algorithms, and is thus less precisely controlled 
than pre-coordinated harvesting, however, it requires far less 
coordination among institutions and individuals.  In this paper, 
our first goal is to illustrate the applications and limitations of 
query-based harvesting of digital video. 
A second argument presented here is that harvesting digital video 
bits is not enough—curators must capture context that helps future 
users interpret the video.  We suggest that the dynamic nature of 
WWW-based video content makes usage data one kind of 
contextual data that also can be harvested.  Preservation scholars 
(e.g., 4,5) have long argued that access and use are crucial to 
digital preservation.  Thus, investigating usage patterns as 
contextual information (CI) is a second goal of the work presented 
here. 
More specifically, this paper describes our efforts to harvest video 
using a query-based technique for several kinds of topics and 
presents results based on 20-months of daily harvests of YouTube 
videos for these topics.  Our focus in this paper is on key 
parameters related to queries, topics, and contributors and how 
these parameters affect harvesting outcomes.  The paper is 
organized as follows: First the potentials and challenges of digital 
video harvesting and collection of contextual information are 
discussed. Next, a system developed to automate the process 
(ContextMiner) is briefly described.  The results with respect to 
queries, topics, and contributors are summarized.  
Recommendations for curators who undertake such harvesting are 
then provided.  Finally, we discuss future work. 

2. CONTEXT AS AUGMENTATION 
In addition to the traditional intellectual activities of selection and 
appraisal, curators of digital collections also decide how much and 
what types of CI to capture or create, in order to support future 
understanding and sensemaking.  Librarians and archivists have 
traditionally provided CI by creating professionally crafted 
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catalog records, finding aids or other surrogates.  However, we 
believe that computer-supported harvesting of CI from online 
sources will become increasingly important as (1) Web content 
plays a significant role either in phenomena that should be 
documented or as documentary evidence of those phenomena; and 
(2) the items themselves provide limited contextual information.  
The appropriate amount and types of CI to augment a collection 
and the strategies used to collect it will be highly dependent on 
collecting mission and available resources.  One of the most 
scarce and valuable resources is the attention of human 
professionals.   Professional judgment will continue to be as 
essential as ever, but human-generated CI is far too expensive to 
do the whole job of contextualizing collected materials.  Thus, 
tools and strategies for convenient semi-automated harvesting of 
information from the Web will also be essential.   

2.1 Collection Development, and Context 
Two difficult curation decisions are (1) which and how much CI 
to incorporate into a collection, and (2) how then to create or 
capture this CI in a cost-effective way.  Future users of today’s 
digital materials may have full physical access to the bits of the 
target digital objects (TDOs)—i.e., objects that are the main focus 
of collecting activities--but they will not have access to the state 
of the world as it influenced or was influenced by the bits over 
time.  A contextual entity (CE) is something in the world (object, 
agent, occurrence, purpose, time, place, form of expression, 
concept/abstraction, or relationship) that could be related to a 
TDO as part of its context. In order to ensure that information 
about a given CE (or context through which a digital object 
passes) is to persist over the long term, the information should be 
embedded in a resource that is ingested into an archive [6].  In this 
paper, we specifically discuss the harvesting of information from 
YouTube as a way to gather CI for possible ingest into 
repositories.    

Full access to a past world state is impossible, but it is possible 
and often desirable to create or capture CI in order to promote the 
future understanding and meaningful use of materials in a 
collection.  CI can be collected from the “primary use 
environment” of the TDOs, i.e. the environment in which a 
primary source is directly posted and intended to be used (e.g. 
from YouTube when one is building a collection of YouTube 
videos); or from “secondary use environments,” i.e. any use 
environment outside the primary use environment.  In other 
studies, we have examined the collection of CI from secondary 
use environments (blog postings that discuss the YouTube videos 
being collected) and the relevance of these harvests over time 
[2][3]. In this paper, we focus specifically on information 
harvested from YouTube itself.   

Two important types of CI in harvested Web content are (1) the 
inherent hyperlinks that connect distinct digital objects and (2) 
traces created when digital objects are used (e.g. annotations, 
ratings, use statistics).  Maslov et al. [7] provide a case study of 
how a digital library leveraged social networking and the WWW 
as platform to make an existing digital collection more accessible 
and useful.  A foundational assumption for our work in the 
VidArch Project1 is that hyperlinked materials and traces from 
users can be harvested by curators to augment their collections so 
that future generations can better access, use and understand them.  

                                                                 
1 http://www.ils.unc.edu/vidarch/ 

Moreover, we believe that these and other usage patterns will 
themselves become important content in digital libraries. 

2.2 Digital Video as Context 
Digital video is increasingly common on the WWW, and 
YouTube is currently by far the largest public repository.  
According to Nielsen Online, YouTube alone served more than 5 
billion video streams to more than 82 million unique visitors in 
the U.S. in October 2008, which represents the bulk of the almost 
9 billion total video streamed in that period in the U.S. 
(http://www.nielsen.com/media/2008/pr_081217a_download.pdf).  

As more events are documented with video and more people use 
video to express themselves, video increasingly acts as a primary 
material for repositories as well as CI for primary materials.  
Regardless of whether these videos are primary objects of 
collection or ancillary augmentations to help contextualize the 
primary objects, the video files alone are not likely to be sufficient 
for many future use cases.  Without considerable contextual 
information, future users may be able to view the video but not 
understand or make sense of it.  Although the declining costs of 
acquisition and storage devices support serious efforts to capture 
massive amounts of CI associated with everyday experiences, 
there will always be both practical and professional reasons for 
curators of digital collections to engage in selection.   

There are many types of CI that can be captured at the time of 
creation.  Within YouTube, this includes provenance metadata 
such as the name and profile of the account through which the 
video was posted, and the date it was posted.  For digital video 
created in the near future, many other contextual elements are 
likely to be automatically captured at creation time.  For example, 
geospatial, temporal, and other ambient physical states (e.g., 
temperature, radiation, chemical) will likely be automatically 
captured by video recording devices.  

Many other types of CI take the form of system state at usage 
time.  Examples include click streams, query logs, whether a user 
watched the entire video after selecting it, and what browser the 
user was using.  The company or organization responsible for 
hosting the primary use environment– in this case, Google as the 
host of YouTube – usually has access to much more of this CI 
than outside parties.  However, there are some forms of system 
state information that can be harvested by external parties, based 
on one-time or periodic snapshots.  In YouTube, these include 
various forms of information that are dynamically presented on 
the page for a video at the time it is requested by a user agent, for 
example, comments and ratings. Additionally, temporally 
dependent information inherent to retrieval such as rank in the 
results list can also be harvested.  We can envision a kind of usage 
timeline that begins with the video object’s creation and extends 
over its usage lifetime – much like the Internet Archive’s 
WayBack Machine interface, but incorporating usage and social 
dimensions beyond time and URL.  This implies an archive that 
grows periodically as new usage event data is appended.   

3. THE CONTEXTMINER APPROACH 
To assist curators in harvesting videos and associated CI, we 
developed a strategy and set of tools.  The strategy selected was 
query-based harvesting rather than link traversal crawling [11].  
This strategy depends on APIs or search services provided by the 
primary use environment hosts. This is an acknowledged 
limitation on two fronts: APIs change or are restricted, and 
ranking strategies are typically proprietary.  Regardless of these 
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limitations, this technique provides inexpensive sample streams of 
realistic and contemporaneously popular video related to the 
queries 

ContextMiner has been in development since early 2007 and its 
architecture and technical details have been discussed in several 
venues (see project website for papers and demos).  Here we focus 
on its use with YouTube campaigns run as part of our 
collaboration with the Library of Congress and the National 
Digital Information Infrastructure Preservation Program.  
ContextMiner lets a curator specify a set of queries for a topic (we 
refer to this collection of queries as a campaign) and a set of 
parameters for how often the queries are executed (e.g., daily or 
weekly), the number of results to harvest, and the primary use 
environment hosts (web sites) that should be queried (in this 
project, only YouTube data were harvested, however, the 
ContextMiner system also supports blog aggregator and Twitter, 
sources.   

Using ContextMiner, we have issued 145 queries almost every 
day on YouTube since May 2007. Table 1 presents the exact 
queries run for each of the six topic campaigns.  The specific 
query sets were developed based on group discussions.  For the 
election topic, we selected all candidates listed in the Wikipedia 
article for U.S. Presidential election in May of 2007 and 
augmented the list of 52 names with six general queries such as 
‘election 2008’, ‘United States election 2008’, and ‘campaign 
2008.’  For the other campaigns, we aimed to select topics that 
would be of general interest and also might show large variations 
in activity.  We also aimed to create query sets that were 
somewhat parsimonious with respect to alternative terminology 
and some that were more comprehensive.  For multi-term queries, 
we used the phrases with and without quotations. Thus videos for 
a topic could appear in the top 100 results for either different 
queries (e.g., natural gas or green power) or for the same query 
expressed with the quotation syntax (e.g., Avian flu or “Avian 
flu”).   

Each day as ContextMiner runs each of these queries on 
YouTube, it extracts the top 100 results for each by relevance as 
given by YouTube. Thus, if there are 20 queries for a given topic, 
there will be up to 20*100 videos obtained, some of which 
overlap.  From these videos, it stores only those that were not 
already collected. While storing a new video, ContextMiner also 
extracts available metadata related to the video, such as title, tags, 
author name, and genre. We also downloads the video in Flash 
format and later convert it to MPEG as a part of our agreement 
with the Library of Congress to provide all harvested video for 
historical purposes. Immediately after collecting new videos, 
ContextMiner revisits all the videos in the collection and records 
several indicators of social and temporal context. These indicators 
include the current total number of views, comments, and ratings.   

Since all videos are “discovered” by issuing queries to YouTube, 
we also track the rank of the video in the list of results for that 
query.  Each time the queries are run, we note the ranks of the 
videos and record them in the database.  In order to support this 
ability to track the rank of a video across time, a video may be 
recorded multiple times in our database if it was “discovered” 
from different queries.  For example, if video XYZ were 
discovered based on a query for Barack Obama and then at some 
later point discovered again from a query for Hillary Clinton, it 
would be entered in the database twice.  This allows us to track its 
rank across time independently for each query.  For example, it 

Table 1.  Queries for Each Topic Campaign 
Ele c t io n Ene rg y Epide m ic s
e lec tio n 2008 Bio energy epidemic
US e lec tio n 2008 Bio fue l pandemic

United S ta tes  
e lec tio n 2008 Bio mas s SARS
pres identia l 
e lec tio n 2008 Co al Avian flu
campaign 2008 Crude  Oil "Avian flu"
dec is io n 2008 "Crude  Oil"
J o e  Biden Elec tric  P o wer
Hilla ry Ro dham Clinto n "Elec tric  P o wer" D ia be te s
Chris to pher Do dd Fo s s il Fue ls Diabetes
J o hn Edwards "Fo s s il Fue ls " Type  1 diabe tes
Mike  Grave l Fus io n Energy "Type  1 diabe tes "
Dennis  Kucinich "Fus io n Energy" Type  2 diabe tes
Barack Obama Gas ifica tio n "Type  2 diabe tes "
Bill Richards o n Geo thermal Energy Ges ta tio na l diabe tes
Wes ley Clark "Geo thermal Energy" "Ges ta tio na l diabe tes "
Al Go re Geo thermal P o wer P re-diabe tes
To m Vils ack "Geo thermal P o wer" Diabe tes  Cho les te ro l
Sam Bro wnback Green Energy "Diabetes  Cho les te ro l"
J o hn H. Co x "Green Energy" Diabetes  Heart Dis eas e
J im Gilmo re Green P o wer "Diabetes  Heart Dis eas e"
Rudy Giuliani "Green P o wer" Diabetes  S tro ke
Duncan Hunte r Hydro gen Energy "Diabetes  S tro ke"
J o hn McCain "Hydro gen Energy"
Ro n P aul Hydro gen P o wer
Mitt Ro mney "Hydro gen P o wer" N a tura l D is a s te rs
To m Tancredo Hydro po wer na tura l dis as te rs
To mmy Tho mps o n Natura l Gas "na tura l dis as te rs "
Mike  Huckabee "Natura l Gas " avalanche
Newt Gingrich Nuc lear Energy dro ught
Chuck Hagel "Nuc lear Energy" ea rthquake
Fred Tho mps o n Nuc lear P o wer flo o d
J ames  Gilchris t "Nuc lear P o wer" hurricane
Dale  Tho mps o n Renewable  Energy So urces typho o n
Ela ine  Bro wn "Renewable  Energy So urcesto rnado
Kat Swift So la r Energy to rnado es
Ralph Nader "So la r Energy" vo lcano es
Cynthia  McKinney Sus ta inable  Energy cyc lo ne
Rebecca  Ro tzler "Sus ta inable  Energy" lands lides
Mike  J ingo zian Sus ta inable  P o wer s to rm damage
Bo b J acks o n "Sus ta inable  P o wer" "s to rm damage"
Steve  Kubby Wind Energy wildfires
Geo rge  P hillies "Wind Energy" wind damage
Chris tine  Smith Energy S ta r "wind damage"
Do ug S tanho pe "Energy S ta r"
Kent McManiga l P o wer Utilities
Gene  Chapman "P o wer Utilities "
Barry Hes s Energy Sciences
Ro bert Milnes "Energy Sciences "
Wayne Allyn Ro o t
J ames  H. Mcca ll
Do na ld K. Allen Truth c o m m is s io n
Steve  Adams Truth co mmis s io n
David Ko ch "Truth co mmis s io n"
J o hn Taylo r Bo wles Truth and reco ncilia tio n
David J . Mas ters "Truth and reco ncilia tio n"
Michae l B lo o mberg

might be ranked #1 for the Barack Obama query but only ranked 
#8 for the Hillary Clinton query.  We also store the unique 
YouTube video identifier with each record so that we can identify 
multiple instances of the same video.  This allows us to compute 
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the total number of unique videos2 for each campaign.  In this 
paper, we present different analyses, some using the total number 
of videos and some using the only the unique videos, depending 
on the goals of the analysis. 

4. RESULTS 
This procedure resulted in 52131 unique videos retrieved up to the 
time of this data analysis (December, 2008).  These data were 
analyzed with a focus on the effects that query specification and 
contribution patterns have on query-based harvesting.  The results 
are organized as follows.  First, the data set is summarized and 
general observations about the collection are offered; next the 
effects of query sets are considered, and finally contribution 
patterns are presented and discussed. 

4.1 The VidArch YouTube Data 
Table 2 summarizes the number of videos (both total and unique) 
and number of contributors for each of the six topic campaigns 
over the 20-month period. The data show that the number of 
videos posted and the diversity of sources (contributors) that 
provide these videos both vary by topic.  The highly popular and 
timely U.S. presidential election topic generated the largest 
number of contributors and largest number of unique videos in our 
collection, whereas the highly specific topic, ‘truth commissions’ 
generated the fewest videos and contributors.  Very general topics 
such as energy and disasters, not surprisingly generated large 
numbers of videos and many contributors, while more specific 
topics like diabetes and epidemics generated fewer videos by 
fewer contributors.  Clearly, the generality and the timeliness of 
the topic should be taken into consideration when setting 
harvesting parameters. 

Table 2. Summary Data for 20-months 

About 20% of the videos that we have collected from YouTube 
have disappeared over the 20-month period, regardless of topic.  
The percentages of videos taken down by topic are 25% for 
election, 24% for energy, 19% for epidemics, 20% for diabetes, 
23% for natural disasters, and 22% for truth commissions.  Many 
of these videos were taken down within hours or days of their 
publishing and others at various times over the 20-month period. 
Therefore, it is possible that a typical web crawler would have 
missed such ephemeral content. Our approach, on the other hand, 
harvests YouTube every day in response to specific queries, and 
thus, there are good chances that we archived videos that other 
methods of crawling completely missed. 

Note that our harvesting technique is dependent on YouTube APIs 
(which changed over time, causing us to miss a few days while 
the ContextMiner scripts were adjusted), and more importantly, 
the results depend on YouTube’s ranking algorithms, which likely 
also change over time.  We assume that our data in aggregate is 

                                                                 
2 More precisely, we record the number of unique YouTube IDs.  

It is possible that a video is uploaded by different people and 
each version will have a unique YouTube ID.  

nonetheless an accurate representation of a highly fluid digital 
video environment. 

4.2 Queries and Content 
One of our initial questions was how query formulation influences 
harvests.  We first consider the terms in the tags in videos 
returned for the query sets for each of the topical campaigns.  
Table 3 shows the 20 most frequently occurring terms for the six 
campaigns with terms that do not occur in the queries highlighted.  
These data give us some encouragement that the videos retrieved 
are topically related to the queries.  The total numbers of tags and 
the total numbers of unique tags for each set of videos are also 
given and demonstrate both the diversity of tags and typical long-
tailed distributions of tag frequencies.   

Table 3.  Tag Distributions by Campaign.  
 

 

Note that these data include stop words and terms that are not 
stemmed, however, tags that are not in the queries are mainly 

Topic # Queries # Videos # Unique Videos # Contributors
Elections 56 27355 24585 8190
Energy 48 39174 12339 5706
Epidemics 5 1936 1755 1039
Diabetes 14 11499 1919 868
Disasters 18 16456 10943 6584
Truth Comm 4 1720 590 275

Total 145 98140 52131 22662
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related to the topic. The ratios of unique tags to total tags 
demonstrate the diversity of queries for the topics.  The election 
and energy topics have only 7% and 8% unique tags respectively, 
whereas the other topics which are represented by fewer unique 
words show much larger overlaps in tags (35%, 18%, 17%, and 
24% for epidemics, diabetes, disasters, and truth commissions 
respectively.  

4.2.1. Overlaps 

As Table 2 shows, there was considerable overlap for videos 
retrieved across the different queries within given topics except 
for the election and epidemics topics, which both had only about 
10% more total videos than unique videos.  The epidemic topic 
campaign only used five queries, only one of which (Avian flu) 
had two terms and thus there was only a single duplicate query 
with and without quotes.  Because the election topic did not use 
any duplicate queries with quotation marks, there were many 
fewer overlaps overall.  An analysis of the overlaps among all 
pairs of queries in the election set showed considerable overlap 
between pairs of the general queries (e.g., US election 2008 and 
United States election 2008 yielded 577 overlaps and US election 
2008 and presidential election 2008 yielded 455 overlaps).  
Among the candidate names, the queries for Ron Paul and Kat 
Swift yielded 171 overlaps, which was the highest number among 
different candidates.  Not surprisingly, using variant syntax to 
gain more coverage for a specific query will yield more 
redundancy in results, which has implications for harvesting, 
particularly from services that limit or charge fees for access.  
Given the data and the amount of noise in the technique 
(uncontrolled API and ranking) it seems reasonable to use only 
one syntactic variation for phrases (e.g., only use the phrase in 
quotes). 

4.2.2. Query Effects Over Time: Churn 

Another way to look at the effects of queries on harvesting results 
is to consider the number of unique videos yielded over time.  If a 
query retrieves 100 unique videos each day in the top 100 results, 
then the topic activity is very high and changing rapidly (high 
churn), whereas if the same 100 videos are in the top 100 each 
day, then the topic is much less dynamic.  To represent this churn3 
in our data, we compute an idealized statistic by dividing the 
number of unique videos found over the 20-months for each topic 
by the maximum number of videos that could have possibly been 
retrieved if each query variation yielded 100 different videos.  
Thus for the 56 election queries, we assume a denominator of 
56queries*100results*600days=3,360,000, thus yielding a churn 
index of 24585/3360000=0.0073.  Because the data show that 
considerable redundancy is added by the additional queries with 
multiple terms, we use the number of unique queries for each 
topic campaign for the other 5 topics in computing the churn 
index. For example, the harvesting for the topic diabetes used 14 
query variants (diabetes, type 1 diabetes, “type 1 diabetes,” type 2 
diabetes, “type 2 diabetes,” gestational diabetes, “gestational 
diabetes,” pre-diabetes, diabetes cholesterol, “diabetes 
cholesterol”, diabetes heart disease, “diabetes heart disease,” 

                                                                 
3 Note that customer churn is more complex than the simple 

change in rank that we use here, taking into consideration 
customer loyalty and human decision processes over time.  See 
[10] for an example of these more comprehensive treatments of 
churn. 

diabetes stroke, and “diabetes stroke”) but for computing the 
churn, we only use the 8 query variants without quotation marks.  
Table 4 displays the churn index for the six topics and the number 
of videos per unique query. 

Table 4. Topic-Query Churn Effects 
 

 

 

 

 

The results of our queries related to disasters show considerable 
variability over time.  The results of our queries related to 
Diabetes and Truth Commissions seem more stable as the top 
videos tend to remain consistent at almost three times the rate of 
the results from our disaster queries. Curators are advised to 
adjust their harvesting parameter settings for the churn in their 
topic of interest.  For example, it may be acceptable to harvest less 
often than daily for a low churn topic; or if the objective is to 
collect more comprehensively, to set a higher result set threshold. 

4.3 Queries Over Time and Ranking Effects 
 
One harvesting parameter that will have strong influence on the 
total number of items harvested is the threshold for the number of 
results that are collected for each crawl.  We set a threshold of 100 
in our data collection, but because we recorded the ranks of videos 
that appeared in the top 100 results for each query for each crawl, 
we were able to estimate the effects of harvesting at thresholds 
lower than 100.  Note that we do not get a rank for every video 
each day, because items can fall out of the top 100.  Thus we have 
rank values for each video at least once and often many times, 
thus allowing a reasonable estimation over the large number of 
days and videos harvested.  We consider rankings over time in 
three ways: for two specific videos, for specific election 2008 
queries, and for overall topic campaigns. 
It is important to note that due to the way the rank data was 
collected, it contains some gaps and anomalies.  We describe 
these limitations in the section below.  Given these limitations, we 
present the rank data here as a way to describe the challenges in 
collecting such data and to make general observations about 
apparent trends. 
4.3.1. Rank Variability and Noisy Data 
We collect rank information for each <query, video> pair in the 
database.  For example, if we have a video that was discovered 
through a query for Barack Obama, we continue to track its rank 
in the results list for the Barack Obama query over time.  If we 
also discovered the same video through a query for Hillary 
Clinton, we also keep track of its rank in the results list for Hillary 
Clinton. 
In order to collect the top 100 videos for a given query on a given 
crawl, we issue two YouTube API calls: one that returns the first 
50 results and one that returns the second 50.  These results are 
then combined into a “top 100” list of videos for that query for 
that crawl and is stored in temporary storage.  After all the queries 
have been run on a given day, a second process compares the 
day’s query results to the full list of all videos that we have 

Topic Unique Queries Churn Index Videos/Query
Elections 56 0.0070 439.0
Energy 27 0.0043 457.0
Epidemics 4 0.0059 438.8
Diabetes 8 0.0023 239.9
Disasters 15 0.0101 729.5
Truth Comm 2 0.0025 295.0
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“discovered” from this or prior crawls for the given queries.  For 
each <query, video> pair, the process looks in the day’s top 100 
list for that query and records the rank position of the video.  If 
the video does not appear in the day’s top 100 list, it is assigned a 
rank of 0.  Thus, for many of the videos in our collection, we do 
not know its absolute rank for every crawl.  For example, if we 
have collected 2500 videos for the query “Barack Obama”, on any 
given query instance we will only have rank data for 100 of them 
(the top 100). 
Gaps / No rank data – In our data set, we have observed strange 
situations in which a video will go from being highly ranked to 
having a zero rank and then resume its highly ranked position.   
An understandable situation would be for a video to gradually 
become less popular (rank gradually moves toward 100), then fall 
out of the top 100 (rank = 0), and then re-enter the top 100 at a 
low rank (e.g. rank = 95).  But what we have occasionally 
observed are videos that suddenly drop from rank 5 to rank 0 (i.e., 
not in top 100) and then go back to rank 5.  Our suspicion is that 
we stopped getting data about this video for the period of time 
when it jumped to zero.  It could be that our crawlers were 
blocked or experienced network problems on those days, or 
perhaps our scripts experienced problems.  Regardless of the 
cause, these jumps to zero represent one source of noise in our 
data. 
Anomalous rank data – Because we request the top 100 videos for 
each query, the recorded ranks should be integers from 1 to 100.  
However, during roughly the first year of our data collection, we 
occasionally recorded some ranks greater than 100.  Overall, from 
May 2007 to May 2008, approximately 1.5% of the ranks we 
recorded were greater than 100.  In May 2008, we made changes 
to our crawlers to update them to work with different YouTube 
APIs.  After this change, all recorded rank data falls below 100.  
Because of this, there is additional noise present in the rank data 
prior to May 2008 that does not appear to be present in the later 
data.   
Black box ranking algorithm – In addition to the issues mentioned 
above, we do not fully understand the YouTube ranking algorithm 
and have observed some ranking anomalies (e.g., it is impossible 
to say whether a specific video ranking changes because of usage 
popularity or the distributional matches of a days’ queries with the 
static metadata in the video).   
To help understand these aspects of the rank data, we present 
examples of ranking data for two specific <query, video> pairs.  
The first video has been highly ranked for the “Barack Obama” 
query for almost the entire 20-months of tracking.  Figure 1 shows 
a plot of the rank of this video over time.  For the majority of the 
time, this video has been in the top 10 for the query “Barack 
Obama”.  At several points it fell below the top 10, with some 
spikes down to the 60s and one spike to over 100.  At several 
points, the rank jumped from around 5 to 0 for a period of time 
but then resumed at 5. 
The second example is a highly-ranked video for the Truth 
Commissions set of queries (Figure 2).  This video has also 
remained in the top 10 for most of the time it has been tracked and 
has had less volatility than the previous example.  Again, there 
was a period when we lost tracking data on this <query, video> 
pair, but the overall trend shows a consistently ranked video. 
These two cases demonstrate that although there is considerable 
noise in these data, general trends over time may be discerned. 

Figure 1. Ranks over Time for One Highly Ranked Video for 
the “Barack Obama” Query. 

Figure 2.  Ranks Over Time for One Highly-Ranked Video for 
the Truth Commissions Campaign 
Curators may way to collect consistently highly-ranked videos 
and may also want to invest more manual effort in examining the 
comments, ratings, and related information for those videos, or 
collect further contextual information related to them (e.g., blog 
pages that link to the videos). 
4.3.2. Rank Threshold Effects for Specific Queries. 
Figures 3-5 show the number of unique videos retrieved by three 
different queries in the 2008 Presidential Election topic campaign.  
Note that the previous section describes important limitations of 
the rank data set that are important to understand when 
interpreting these graphs.  
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Figure 3. Unique Videos Ranked for ‘Election 2008’ query 
over 20-months for top 10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds. 

 
Figure 4. Unique Videos Ranked for ‘Barak Obama’ query 
over 20-months for top 10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds. 

 
Figure 5. Unique Videos Ranked for ‘Kat Smith’ query over 
20-months for top 10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds. 
These trends show that raising the result set threshold for a given 
query eventually results in diminishing returns.  For the general 
election query, harvesting the top 20 rather than 10 exactly 
doubles the number of videos; whereas a threshold of 100 yields 
4.7 times as many videos.  In the case of the specific but very 
popular query “Barack Obama”, there is a 41% increase for a 
threshold of 20 rather than 10; and 3.6 times as many videos for a 
setting of 100.  For a specific and less popular topic (Kat Smith), 
there is a 64% increase from 10 to 20 and 2.8 times as many 
videos for 100. 
These charts also show different kinds of inflections in cumulative 
growth over time.  The two queries with large numbers of results 

are more continuous than the Kat Smith query that shows 
significant jumps just before the primary elections began in early 
2008 and again just before the election.  Thus, curators are 
advised to match specific queries with different relevance ranking 
thresholds, in order to reduce system and human effort. 
 
4.3.2. Rank Threshold Effects for Topics 
Figures 6-10 show curves for five topics.  In these graphs, the 
aggregate of all queries provide a view of the effects of threshold 
settings for multi-query topics. 

 
Figure 6. Videos Ranked for all energy queries over 20-
months for top 10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds. 

 
Figure 7. Videos Ranked for all epidemic queries over 20-
months for top 10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds. 

 
 
Figure 8. Videos Ranked for all diabetes queries over 20-
months for top 10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds. 
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Figure 9. Videos Ranked for all natural disaster queries over 
20-months for top 10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds. 

 
 
Figure 10. Videos Ranked for all truth commission query over 
20-months for top 10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds. 
These charts show that for highly general topics with large 
numbers of videos retrieved, the differences between threshold 
values is fairly constant over time.  However, for very specific 
topics with lower numbers of videos retrieved, the differences 
between low and high thresholds can be quite large.  As with 
churn, topic characteristics should influence curator decisions 
about thresholds.  
These different topical graphs show unique cumulative inflection 
points.  For example, Figure 8 shows a large jump in the April 
2008 rankings for the diabetes campaign.  Looking more closely 
at the data, we see that the largest increases for the topic came 
from the ‘gestational diabetes’ queries and are likely a result of 
the news on March 28 that Angelina Jolie was reported to have 
gestational diabetes. It is interesting that this effect was much 
larger than the increased activity generated by the two major 
diabetes studies released on mid February 2008.  Clearly, 
harvesting campaigns will be strongly affected by popular events 
and curators would be well served by making adjustments in their 
strategies in response to such events.  Early in our project we 
hoped we might be able not only to detect such patterns post hoc 
but also to predict some (e.g., activity after presidential debates or 
primaries that might lead to significant campaign changes).  
However, the data is quite noisy and more sophisticated filtering 
strategies will be needed to detect other than quite gross changes. 

4.4 Contributor Patterns and Stop Source 
Lists 
Curators who aim to harvest video content from environments 
such as YouTube should also consider the sources of content.  An 
experienced curator will often know the most likely creators or 
distributors of related materials and can make targeted requests to 
those sources.  When harvesting from more general sources such 
as YouTube, curators must develop more nuanced filtering and 
targeting strategies to save time and effort when reviewing the 
harvested materials for potential ingest into an archive.  Thus, 
another thread of work in this project was to investigate 
contributor patterns.   
In addition to targeting specific sources for specific queries (e.g., 
the Library of Congress strategy of harvesting 2008 presidential 
election videos from the candidates’ official campaign offices), 
we expect that curators will want to develop ‘stop source lists’ 
(akin to stop word lists for text retrieval) that limit the videos that 
are harvested from specific primary use environments.  These lists 
can be established either a priori based on knowledge about the 
topic and key sources, or a posteriori as data collection 
progresses.  A priori, it is less clear what decisions should be 
made about inclusion or exclusion.  For a collecting campaign 
related to epidemics, it is perhaps obvious to exclude videos from 
a music group named ‘Epidemic” or the song titled “Epidemic” by 
the group Slayer.  However, decisions about popular news or 
topically pertinent sources are more dependent on collecting goals 
and available resources. For example, when building collections 
related to energy policy, one repository might already have a 
mechanism in place for obtaining materials from the U.S. 
Department of Energy, and might, therefore, wish to filter any 
DOE videos out of their collections from YouTube; whereas 
another repository without an established pipeline for receiving 
DOE materials might wish to directly target DOE videos for 
collection from YouTube.  Filters and targets should often be 
adjusted, based on data from the results of queries over time.  In 
this section, we present data about the contributors of the videos 
we harvested.  
There were more than 20000 contributors for the more than 50000 
unique videos in our collection4.  Not surprisingly, these 
contribution patterns show long-tail distribution patterns overall 
with a very small number of contributors (sources) providing 
multiple videos and most contributors providing a single video.  
For example, of the 5706 contributors in the energy campaign 
data, 2502 (44%) contributed exactly one video.   
To further investigate the data we conducted a search in YouTube 
for each unique contributor to determine how many videos this 
source provided overall.  These 20000 contributors contributed 
more than 2.7 million videos to YouTube. This indicates that on 
average, a contributor in our list posted 135 videos to YouTube. 
Given this base, we compare patterns within different topics. An 
average contributor from the election topic campaign posted only 
94 videos on YouTube. Thus, these contributors’ activity on other 
YouTube topics was low compared to the average contributor in 
our entire data set. However, these contributors had the highest 
number of topic-related videos per contributor (more than 3 each). 
This shows that active contributors to the election topic were not 
                                                                 
4 Although the contributors in each topic are unique in this table, 

some contributors appear in more than one topic so there are 
somewhat fewer than 22662 unique contributors. 
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particularly active contributors to YouTube in general. We can 
call these contributors “election mavens”.  
Table 5 displays the number of contributors for each topic and the 
number of videos we harvested for those topics.  Column three 
(local) reports the number of contributors in our collection.  
Column four presents the number of videos contributed to 
YouTube by all of these contributors.  Column five provides the 
range of number of videos contributed by all contributors for each 
topic.  Thus, for the election topic, most contributors posted one 
video, but one contributor posted 645 videos 
(BarackOmabamdotcom). For the energy topic, most contributors 
posted one video, but one contributor posted 1099 videos 
(etvmedia).  The sixth column shows the range of number of 
videos contributed to YouTube by all contributors who also 
provided videos that appear in our database.  For the epidemics 
topic, CBS provided two videos that were harvested by our 
queries and 13811 total videos to YouTube.  The final column 
presents the most frequent YouTube poster among our 
contributors and the number of those videos we harvested for each 
topic.  TourFactory is a service that does video house tours for 
realtors and homeowners and has posted almost 50,000 home 
tours to YouTube.  On January 27, 2008, one of their videos 
appeared in the result list for the query “David J. Masters” (a 
possible U.S. presidential candidate). We believe the video 
appeared for this query because it had ‘David’ as one of the tags, 
and ‘master bedroom’ in its description. This video5 was later 
removed. This vignette shows the importance of using and 
continually monitoring heuristic rules to filter harvesting.  The 
case of Expertvilliage is more predictable, because it is a major 
contributor of how-to videos to YouTube  on a variety of topics 
(including e.g. diabetes). 
Clearly, some of these sources could be stop listed or targeted a 
priori (e.g., specific news channels).  However, other sources can 
be quite surprising and curators will want to use regular 
monitoring after harvesting begins to cull or target specific 
contributors.  As we gain more experience with managing large 
collections of harvested data, alerts and filters can be added to 
help curators as they monitor incoming data streams. 
 

Table 5. Contributor Patterns 
 

 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
CURATORS 
Curators should carefully consider queries, sources, crawling 
parameters and how they relate to the intended collecting goals.  
Ongoing monitoring and assessment of data is important to make 
adjustments and gauge the costs of assessing potential videos for 
                                                                 
5 It was available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-

y8o1KLmX4 with title “4700 Charmwood” and genre “Travel 
& Events”. 

inclusion in the collection.  Decisions about how much contextual 
information to harvest and how much to assume will be preserved 
elsewhere is also an important issue.  We summarize the 
recommendations that come from our data as follows: 

• Take the generality and the timeliness of the topic into 
consideration when setting harvesting parameters.  This 
applies to query formulation as well as setting 
harvesting parameters such as frequency of crawls and 
result threshold settings. 

• If variant syntax is used to gain more coverage for a 
specific query, it will yield more redundancy in results, 
which has implications for harvesting, particularly from 
services that limit or charge fees for access. Given the 
noise in query-based harvesting, it is advisable to focus 
on synonymic variations rather than syntactic variations 
in queries. 

• Adjust harvesting parameter settings based on the churn 
in the topic of interest.  It may be acceptable to harvest 
less often than daily for a low churn topic; or if the 
objective is to collect more comprehensively, to set a 
higher result set threshold. 

• Extract consistently highly ranked videos and then 
invest more manual effort in examining the comments, 
ratings, and other related information for those videos. 

• Adapt filters and targets on an ongoing basis by using 
and continually monitoring heuristic filtering rules. 

• When attempting to build collections about popular 
events, make adjustments in the harvesting strategy over 
time in response to unanticipated related events.   

These recommendations must be considered with respect to the 
time, resources, and effort available to monitor the harvesting and 
examine the results.  Gathering thousands of videos without the 
time to review their relevance to the collection is likely to be a 
waste of resources for most collecting institutions.  Note that 
although we have presented YouTube data, many of the 
harvesting strategies apply for other video sources or web-based 
materials. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We have developed ContextMiner APIs to share our data under a 
Creative Commons License with the research community, so that 
such rich data collected over nearly two years can be further 
analyzed and used6. We have also made several of our tools 
available freely with open source to promote research and 
education on this topic. These include TubeKit7 and the public 
beta of ContextMiner.8 
TubeKit is a query-based YouTube crawling toolkit that allows 
one to build one's own harvester, such as those described in this 
paper, that can harvest YouTube based on a set of seed queries 
and collect a number of attributes. TubeKit assists in several 

                                                                 
6 Note that videos that have been removed from YouTube will not 

be shared openly, however, they will be provided to the Library 
of Congress as part of the historical record. 

7 http://www.tubekit.org/ 
8 http://www.contextminer.org/ 
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phases of this process starting with database creation to finally 
providing access to the collected data with browsing and 
searching interfaces. Now in its third release of public beta, 
TubeKit is used by several research groups and organizations, not 
only for collecting valuable data from YouTube, but also in 
making sense of it.  
The ContextMiner public beta extends our ContextMiner 
framework to include blog and Twitter sources and in-link 
information.  It has been available for general use since July 2008.   
At the time of writing this, there are nearly 200 accounts set up to 
use ContextMiner. Users have created more than 300 campaigns 
with more than 600 queries, and have collected millions of objects 
(YouTube videos, blogs) and related contextual information. 
ContextMiner is also in use by several members of the National 
Digital Information Infrastructure Preservation Program 
(NDIIPP)9 and can be used by teachers or others who wish to 
harvest content on specific topics. Further development is 
underway to provide access to more sources and tools for 
information exploration. ContextMiner is available as open source 
code or as a web-based service. 
More theoretically, we will continue to collect data with an eye 
toward understanding the applications and limitations of query-
based harvesting and what curators can do to maximize their time 
as they assess the harvested streams.  We hope to gather 
impressions of curators and teachers who are using ContextMiner 
to harvest content to understand how they are using the harvested 
streams. 
More generally, although we are not able to predict events based 
on usage patterns in the data collected in this project, we look 
forward to examining patterns in the comments and related videos 
in the future.  At present, YouTube comments offer more noise 
than substance; however, as considered commentary becomes 
more common, text analysis can be applied to better classify 
videos and support inferences about trends.  Furthermore, as video 
comments become more commonplace, video similarities based 
on color, optical flow, sound intensity, and other media features 
can be leveraged for similar purposes. 
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9 http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/ 
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